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Dear Sir/Madam 
 
THE CLAWBACK OF EXECUTIVE REMUNERATION WHERE FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS ARE MATERIALLY MISSTATED 
 
The Business Council of Australia (BCA) is pleased to have the opportunity to 
comment on the above discussion paper. The BCA has previously provided detailed 
submissions on executive remuneration both in the context of the Productivity 
Commission inquiry1 and also the recent proposed changes to the Corporations Act. 
 
The overall finding of the Productivity Commission that there is no widespread failure 
in executive remuneration governance across Australia, and its recognition of the 
central role of boards in determining executive remuneration, are supported by the 
BCA. 
 
However, we note that the current proposal to introduce “clawback” provisions has 
been put forward at the same time but independently of the 
Productivity Commission. This is disappointing in that the clawback proposals are 
complex, and the debate would have been enhanced if the issues had been fully 
considered within the Productivity Commission‟s overall report. 
 
We also note that from a practical perspective, if the government chooses to proceed 
with legislation on the clawback provisions, business will be required to deal with a 
series of Corporations Act changes. In our view this is undesirable and adds 
unnecessary regulatory burden. 

1 Our position 
 
The BCA does not disagree with the basic proposition in the discussion paper that if 
companies materially misstate their accounts, then executives who profit from the 
misstated accounts should repay the improperly earned profit. 
 
As we understand it, the Corporations Act already provides for such action, although 
we acknowledge the concerns in the discussion paper in relation to the difficulties for 

                                                
1
 Productivity Commission, Executive Remuneration in Australia, Report No. 49, 

19 December 2009. 
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individual shareholders in pursuing these remedies. We also understand that ASIC 
has the ability to take action on behalf of aggrieved shareholders under Section 50 of 
the ASIC Act. 
 
We oppose however the introduction of such a provision into the Corporations Act on 
two fundamental grounds. 
 
Firstly, in our view there is no demonstrated need for the reform. This is particularly 
the case in view of the findings of the Productivity Commission referred to above and 
also in light of recent reforms the government has proposed to corporate governance 
through the “two strikes” policy and changes to accountability in relation to executive 
remuneration.  
 
Secondly, there are very real practical difficulties inherent in applying the clawback 
principle in a meaningful and pragmatic way. This is dealt with further in our 
submission. These particular difficulties include drafting a legislative provision which 
encompasses the range of remuneration practices in particular companies, 
addressing difficult questions in relation to what is a misstatement and what event 
gives rise to it, how to calculate the clawback and in what particular circumstances it 
should be available. 
 
Instead, we are of the view that how companies deal with a clawback issue should 
be a matter for individual companies. We note that in the United States there has 
been a move for some companies to provide for clawback provisions in their 
company constitutions. This has the advantage of enabling companies to adopt 
provisions that fit the company‟s particular remuneration practices rather than a one-
size-fits-all approach. It could also be referred – if considered appropriate – to the 
ASX Corporate Governance Council for further consideration. 

2 Principles underpinning regulatory reform 
 
In the government‟s Best Practice Regulation Handbook 2010,2 seven elements of a 
good Regulation Impact Statement (RIS) were outlined. These principles or elements 
provide a very good foundation for assessing any proposed regulatory reform. The  
elements are: 
 

 outlining the problem or issues that give rise to the need for action 

 the desired objectives 

 the options (both regulatory and non-regulatory) that may constitute viable 
means for achieving desired objectives 

 as assessment of the impact (costs, benefits and, where relevant, levels of risk) 
on consumers, business, government and community 

 consultation statements 

 recommended option 

 a strategy to implement and review the preferred option. 
 
We have applied these principles (as relevant) against the proposals outlined in the 
discussion paper. 
 

                                                
2
 See Australian Government, Best Practice Regulation Handbook, April 2010. 
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3 Applying the principles to the present policy issue 

3.1 Outlining the problem or issue that gives rise to the need for action 
 
While the discussion paper provides commentary on the current framework and the 
benefits of introducing a clawback provision, very little evidence is presented as to 
why the Australian law is deficient and why further regulation is needed. 
 
The discussion paper merely states that recovering overstated bonuses under the 
current law is costly and arduous because legal proceedings need to be instituted. 
The discussion paper provides no evidence that the law, as it presently stands, is 
preventing proper redress or is actually impeding action. 
 
We also note these comments are made at a time when we are seeing market-
based developments such as the rise of class actions supported by litigation funders 
on behalf of groups of aggrieved shareholders. 
 
Additionally, at Section 2.4, the discussion paper asserts that based on “information 
provided by ASIC, material misstatements in the financial statements are not an 
uncommon occurrence among listed companies in Australia”. 
 
We have a number of concerns with this statement being put forward as a basis for 
proposed regulatory action. 
 
Firstly, we believe that evidence should be provided underpinning this assertion. Is 
the comment based on a review of financial statements by ASIC, over what time 
frame did it occur, was it only listed companies, and what was the nature of the 
restatements? 
 
Secondly, even if that were the case, there may be any number of reasons why this 
is occurring, for example continuous disclosure requirements described in ASX 
Listing Rule 3.1. Those rules state: 
 
“Once an entity is or becomes aware of any information concerning it that a 
reasonable person would expect to have a material effect on the price or value of 
that entity’s securities, the entity must immediately tell ASX that information.”3 
 
Thirdly, what was the nature of the misstatement and did it have an impact on the 
level of remuneration paid to Key Management Personnel (KMP). That is, was it a 
material misstatement of such a grave nature that it led to an untrue picture of the 
company‟s profit or viability, or was it what might be deemed to be a „correction‟ 
although none the less material. 
 
By way of example: 
 

 was it primarily a consequence of the crisis in debt markets in 2008 that forced 
certain companies to reclassify the terms of their debt obligations, or 

 was it the consequence of a legitimate dispute with the ATO in relation to the way 
a company may have accounted for a financial instrument? 

 

                                                
3
 Australian Securities Exchange Listing Rules at www.asxgroup.com.au. 
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Legitimate differences in accounting treatments or alternative views of the taxation 
treatment of particular company funding instruments or other obligations are not 
uncommon and may very well impact the share price. The BCA would view these 
types of restatements as corrections. 
 
Finally, we also note the commentary in relation to international jurisdictions. 
However, as the Productivity Commission has noted, there is no widespread failure 
in corporate governance in Australia and it follows, in our view, that overseas 
experiences are not necessarily directly referable to Australia. 
 
Overseas responses to these issues must also be seen in the context of the global 
financial crisis and government action to support corporations through bailouts, or in 
the case of the United States, the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP).4 It was 
against this backdrop that there was considerable concern about executive bonuses. 
 
In the case of the United Kingdom a discussion paper was released, however, as far 
as we are aware, no further action has been taken by the UK Government at this 
time. We also note the European Union (EU) approach, which is focused on best 
practice and does not advocate EU-wide regulation on this specific matter. 
 
For the reasons outlined above we do not believe that a case has been made that 
the existing Australian law is deficient in relation to the ability to claw back executive 
remuneration. 

3.2 The desired objectives 
 
The objectives of the policy reform are set out in the discussion paper in Sections 2.9 
to 2.15 inclusive. 
 
In Section 2.9 of the discussion paper it is stated that a principal objective of the 
reforms is to remove the onus placed on shareholders to recover overpaid 
remuneration. The discussion paper states that including such a policy would 
strengthen the ability of shareholders to recover overpaid remuneration, as well as 
simplifying the process. It would also hold directors more directly accountable for 
repaying remuneration they are not entitled to. 
 
As we outlined above (see 3.1), it is not clear that shareholders are unable to 
adequately pursue action under the current law. As we also noted, there have been 
considerable developments in the market in relation to actions against corporations 
by aggrieved shareholders, in particular the rise of private litigation funders as well 
as “no fee” or contingency arrangements with some law firms. The regulator ASIC 
also has power under Section 50 to either initiate or support litigation on behalf of 
shareholders.  
 
In Section 2.10 of the discussion paper it is stated that: 
 
“The proposal will also provide a further incentive for executives to fulfil their duties 
as outlined in the Corporations Act.” 
 
The discussion paper then goes on to outline the role of executive remuneration in 
fostering risk, stating that there is an argument that the introduction of a clawback 

                                                
4
 TARP was established through the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act (EESA) in 2008. 
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policy may mitigate the effect of arrangements that could otherwise promote risky 
behaviour by company executives. An example is given that a clawback could 
discourage executives from taking questionable actions that may lift stock prices in 
the short term but would ultimately result in financial restatements. 
 
While we appreciate the key and important role that the Corporations Act and the 
obligations that flow from it have on setting appropriate governance, it is not the only 
driver of behaviour, as the Productivity Commission has noted: 
 
“Thus corporate governance is not simply a product of government regulation. 
Companies have inherent incentives to establish governance procedures to 
demonstrate their bona fides to investors, in order to attract capital. Executives also 
have incentives to deliver good performance to maintain their professional 
reputations. But rules can reinforce such incentives and diminish the risk of a loss of 
confidence in a market resulting from poor behaviour of a few.”5 
 
We believe that on this matter there is a pressing need to get the balance right. More 
regulation does not equate to better regulation. 
 
The government has only just recently introduced further reforms in relation to 
executive remuneration into parliament. The government has publicly stated that the 
reforms are aimed at strengthening accountability in relation to executive 
remuneration. 
 
In particular, the “two strikes” policy is aimed at improving the capacity of 
shareholders to object to remuneration. It might well be that as part of the process of 
voting “no” to a remuneration report that shareholders seek further information from 
companies on the financial basis upon which remuneration is calculated. 
 
It might be argued, therefore, that this new provision could have a similar effect to 
the claims made for the clawback provision as a preventative, rather than a purely 
remedial or punitive, measure. 
 
Accordingly, while the BCA maintains that aspects of the policy positions 
underpinning the executive remuneration reforms already before the parliament are 
not warranted, we do believe that if the proposals become law, they should be 
implemented, allowed to “work” and be the subject of review prior to any further 
legislation being considered on new clawback provisions. 
 
Such a position is in line with regulatory principles outlined above (see 1.) 

3.3 Issues for consideration: options for reform 

 
The BCA has outlined its position that we do not believe that a general clawback 
position is either required or desirable at this time. On the basis of this in-principle 
objection, we have, however, given some thought to the issues raised in Part 3 of the 
discussion paper. 
 
Considering the options for reform is also a key component of our application of the 
regulatory principles outlined at (1.) above. 

                                                
5
 Productivity Commission, Executive Remuneration in Australia, Report No. 49, Final Inquiry 

Report, 2009, p. 126. 
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(a) How should the provision be implemented? 

 
Our preferred approach to implementation of such a provision is to allow individual 
companies to decide whether or not it is appropriate for inclusion in their constitution. 
As the Productivity Commission noted: 
 
“Indeed, the diversity of companies makes flexible governance arrangements highly 
desirable – one size is unlikely to fit all.”6 
 
Such an approach also sits more appropriately within the ASX Corporate 
Governance Council Principles, although we do not see it as an “if not, why not” 
recommendation. Rather, it should be put forward as a matter for consideration on 
the forward agenda of the ASX Corporate Governance Council. 
 
On this basis, in relation to the other proposals, we do not support either an inclusion 
of such a provision in the Corporations Act or the listing rules. If the proposal is to 
proceed we also do not see it as having application to companies other than those 
publicly listed. 

(b) Who would it apply to? 
 
If the proposal is to be implemented through legislation, it should be limited to the 
chief executive officer and the chief financial officer. Other executives are not 
responsible for preparing accounts and directors do not generally receive 
performance-based fees. 
 
It should also apply to the CEO and CFO even if they have left the company.  

(c) How would it be triggered?  
 
What constitutes a material misstatement that triggers the clawback provision will, in 
the BCA‟s view, be very difficult to define. This is recognised in the discussion paper 
in Section 3.24. 
 
As indicated above, there will be a considerable difference between a “correction” to 
the financial statements and deliberate, wilful and fraudulent inflation of the 
accounts. 
 
In relation to the options proposed in the discussion paper, in our view the material 
misstatement event trigger would need to be the lodgement of revised financial 
statements with ASIC, where there is a material change to the profit or net assets of 
the company. 
 
From a practical point of view it would not be possible for the clawback event to 
occur when the misstatement is first announced, if the restated accounts are not 
available at that time. 
  

                                                
6
 ibid. 
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(d) How would the clawback amount be determined? 
 
This is another serious difficulty in proceeding with a proposal in this area.  
 
The discussion paper acknowledges this where it states at page 14 that “this is a 
potentially difficult issue to address, due to the complicated and intertwined nature of 
remuneration packages.” 
 
This will particularly be the case where remuneration is based on or is triggered by 
the share price, which itself is affected by misstated accounts (Section 3.30 of the 
discussion paper). 
 
Remuneration based on the share price is often a large proportion of total annual 
remuneration, and, in our view, calculation of the clawback will not be able to be 
made with any accuracy. It will be impossible to determine what effect misstated 
accounts, amongst all other market forces, may have had on the share price at the 
relevant time. For this reason we do not find any of the potential methods put forward 
in the discussion paper for dealing with these issues as being able to support the 
policy reform. 
 
The proposed “bright line” test is particularly concerning. It is difficult to see how the 
calculation could be made as to the „percentage‟ of misstatement. And even if that 
were possible, this should not result in a default position that effectively imposes a 
penalty based on the size of the change in profits or assets, i.e. a multiplier. 
 
Any clawback should be related to that part of the CEO or CFO‟s remuneration that 
exceeds the amount they would have been paid under the restated accounts. There 
should not be a penalty clawback. Penalties should only apply if a breach of the law 
by the executive has been separately established and the penalty is applied for that 
breach. 
 
This provision, if it is to be implemented, should be about recoupment. 

(e) Underpayment in the executive’s bonus caused by a material misstatement 
 
We do not believe there should be any legislated right or prohibition for additional 
remuneration if the profits or assets have been understated. 

(f) When would the clawback amount need to be repaid? 
 
The remuneration should be repaid within a specified timeframe, perhaps within 
12 to 24 months, so that it could be deducted from future remuneration if not repaid. 
It may also be necessary to consider the circumstances where a CEO or CFO has 
left the company and what would be reasonable in those circumstances. 

(g) Intention as a relevant factor 
 
A clawback should only occur if the CEO or CFO has knowingly certified accounts 
that are false or misleading, or failed to take reasonable steps to ensure that the 
accounts are not false or misleading.  
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These concepts are already contained in section 1309 of the Corporations Act, and if 
the clawback proposals are to proceed, a clawback should only occur if the CEO or 
CFO has contravened section 1309(1) or 1309(2) of the Act. 

(h) Reissue of financial statements due to subsequent events 
 
The BCA does not believe that restatement due to an external event should trigger 
the clawback. 

(i) How far back should the clawback provisions apply? 
 
The BCA seeks further clarification on this issue from government. The options refer 
to the “material misstatement event” although we note in Option C that what is a 
material misstatement event is yet to be determined. 
 
Based on our view that the material misstatement event should be the re-lodgement 
of the restated accounts, the clawback should be limited to the 12 months preceding 
this event. 
 
However, we do reserve our position on this point as it is dependent on the final 
position adopted in relation to what is the material misstatement event. 

(j) Who is responsible for applying for the clawback of bonuses? 
 
If the proposal is to proceed, it should be the responsibility of the company.  Any 
recalculation and the amount of the clawback sought should be certified by the 
company‟s auditors. 

3.4 Impact of the reforms 
 
As stated previously, our major concern in relation to these proposals is that they are 
being put forward when other reforms contained in the Corporations Amendment 
(Improving Accountability on Director and Executive Remuneration) Bill 2011 of a 
similar nature are before the parliament. 
 
In our view, if those other reforms proceed, then they should be the subject of a 
review after 12 months, prior to any further legislation (such as that to introduce a 
clawback provision) being contemplated. 

3.5 Consultation 
 
If this matter is to proceed then we recommend that Treasury convene roundtable 
meetings with stakeholders to discuss any reform options the government intends to 
implement. This should be done prior to any exposure draft legislation being 
released. 

4 Conclusion 
 
For the reasons cited previously in this submission, we do not support the 
introduction of a clawback proposal into Australian law at this time. We do not think 
the case for the provision has been made, nor do we believe it can be easily 
implemented. 
 
As highlighted in the discussion paper, many aspects of this reform would likely need 
to be highly prescriptive and as a consequence, any legislation would necessarily be 
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complex to draft, administer and comply with. In our view, such additional legislation 
would serve little benefit overall. 
 
We would welcome the opportunity to discuss the issues outlined above further. 
Please contact either the BCA‟s Chief Economist and Policy Director, Peter Crone 
on 03 8664 2604 or Julie Abramson, Senior Adviser, Policy on 03 8664 2614. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Maria Tarrant 
Deputy Chief Executive  


